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Preface 

It is considered that internship provides the opportunity for exploring professional skills for 

newly university graduates. Being a student of Journalism & Mass Communication, I have 

gained a better understanding of How Photography & Cinematography functions as mass 

communication tool. 

Apart from institutional learning, I have tried to reveal the concept ‘Filmmaking, 

Cinematography & Photography based on practical & professional grounds throughout this 

report. 

Drawing attention on Cinematography, I have tried to design the chapters chronologically 

how a Video Production house& its personnel function like Black Cat Studio. 

Introducing the Video Production house, I tried to spell out my personal and professional 

experiences as an intern. Thus, the report shows my professional learning opportunities and 

limitations during my internship. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
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1.1. Background of the Internship 

Included in Necessity I needed to perform my intern to finish my graduation. I decided to do it 

when I had an opportunity to begin my internship in fall 2021 and there are motives for it. 

 

Camera operate are crucial. It Is a mind complicated work of art. There is an amazing mixture of 

arts that are numerous. Audio and picture and articles are the basic. There is narrative writing, 

acting, light and shifting. 

 

Visuals are imperative on the reasons it to describe a public's manner of life is the ideal medium. 

Photography can be informative. Cinematography could be persuasive. A change can be 

achieved by visuals from the eye or in people' psyches. Films make us sense pride, distress, 

distinct and excitement things. We believe what the characters feel and we all know why the 

characters do what they do on the camera. Visuals transfer our own and reveal the creative power 

of somebody. 

 

Photography that are realistic help us understand that the behavior that is human. Subjective 

Photography push us. Lifestyle Photography help us to remember the background. 

 

Cinematography aren’t all creation. The frame seemed moved in actualities and truth. Interesting 

actualities participate us and appear in visual. 

 

That's why I chose to combine a Drama Generation and to meet my cherished Want to begin my 

own career. 
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1.2. What is Internship and why Internship is important? 

An Internship is a Job Learning history for understudies experience on term disciplines that are 

associated. Internship gives experience gain or to research the info. Intern students works to get a 

interval that could be again four months or three. Places that are unpaid are normal however 

there and here we see minimum paid place. 

 

We understand that having A University degree might inadequate to property position. Students 

should have ability. Following our lengthy learning, Internship provides us the opportunity to 

profit in the manner, which provides us the sort of training from connected. So we can state that 

Internship is your speculation for our future that place livelihood the institution. 

 

During Internship we need to operate this way, with people in office and field we connected with 

people of phoning and dimension, and also our system with various callings has grown step by 

step. Those Networks secure place openings that are new in future and will help people. 

 

Through Internship work we gain expertise and information on work that will enable us to 

produce a resume. We realize that it is rather tricky to have a place in work. Organizations are 

likely intrigued to employ a person who has employment knowledge that is past. 

 

During academic Assignments normally period to complete our homework, as information ought 

to be distributed yet life times are limited. We recognize that in this interval that is each news 

and information spread the world over inside very moment. We should have the Ability to 

comprehend the estimation of Information that is continuing we have to have the ability. 

Internship helps to comprehend the value of time management. 
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1.3. Background of the Black Cat Studio 

Black Cat Studio is a well known production house that is famous. The C.E.O of Black Cat 

Studio is Chandan Roy Chowdhury. This is a good platform for visionary new and young 

creation.  

 

The team is dedicated to providing impartial and accurate dedication with the intention. Black 

Cat Studio is a manufacturing company focused with a new strategy on concepts.  

 

This team's knowledge covers music videos, commercials, feature films, short films, OVC, TVC 

and Brand Photography. This production house is still a provider of post production services to 

beauty, offering qualitative, visual effects, online, firms, motion images, and color correction. 
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Organizational Profile in Brief : 

 

Organization Black Cat Studio 

Address 
Gulshan, Niketan, Dhaka. 

 

Phone 01711 345722  

Nature of business Video Production House 

Logo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bini08.wordpress.com/2008/10/18/organizational-profile-in-brief-organizat/
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1.4. Supervisor at the Black Cat Studio 

 

While I was interning at Black Cat Studio, my supervisor was 

Chandan Roy Chowdhury, who is the C.E.O. of the 

Black Cat Studio, he simultaneously works as a Director of Photography. He is one of the most 

prolific Cinematographer in Visual production; he has directed more than 10 TVC, 30 music 

video and 30 Brand Photography.  
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1.5. Duration of Internship 

My internship at Black Cat Studio begins at  .................  Also it formally ended at 

........ 2021. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ACTIVITIES DURING 

 

INTERNSHIP 
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2.1. List of weekly activities 

 

First Week  

 

 Got instructions from Sorowar Rana (Chief Assistant Director of the Black Cat Studio) 

 

 Introduced to other members of production house. 

 

 Organized my work place. 
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Second Week  

 

 Got Basic idea about Camera. 

 Checked earlier output (Music Video, TVC & OVC). 

 Observed how a group produced a production. 
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Third Week   

 

 Practiced how to develop camera work. 

 Checked the all things like memory card, charger etc. which is necessary backup. 

 Discussed with other members about how to run a production house. 

 Gathered knowledge on helping technical equipment’s.  

 Going to outside for shooting a Music Video. 
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Fourth Week   

 

 Practiced how to write a proper screen play. 

 Practiced continuity management in sequence to sequence. 

 To co-ordinate with others for basic uses of camera. 

 Tried to captured behind the scene.   
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Fifth Week   

 

 Practiced how to plan a shooting day. 

 Practiced how to captured from different angle. 

 Gathered Information about shooting Location for background. 

 Verified and ensured the sincerity of the camera equipment and lights. 
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Sixth Week   

 

 Observed how to light for a proper shot. 

 Introduced with shot division formula. 

 Gathered Information about Artist and Co-artist.  

 Verified and ensure the sincerity of call time by Artist. 

 tried to handle the second camera. 
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Seventh Week   

 

 Practiced how to shoot outside by 4k camera. 

 Checked screenplay and props. 

 Attended to the team meeting. 

 Got a chance to take few shots. 
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Eighth Week   

 

 Gathered knowledge about background light. 

 Discussed with whole team about costumes. 

 Discussed with team to maintain the house. 

 Gathered knowledge about indoor shooting. 
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Ninth Week 

 behind the scene photography. 

 Gathered Information about Artist and Co-artist.  

 continuity management. 
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Tenth Week 

 Re checked recent production (Music Video, TVC & OVC). 

 Created Post production work frame. 

 To co-ordinate with others for creative treatment of editing. 

 Tried to Gathering knowledge on after effects.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

LEARNING AND 

EXPERIENCE 
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3.1. Knowledge gathering/ learning 

During my internship at Black Cat Studio, I gathered the knowledge from my Director and also I 

became the Cinematographer for Music video and TVC. In those separate section I had gathered 

knowledge on various aspects of Model and Brand Photography.  

Earn Knowledge about Photography & Cinematography 

During internship at the Black Cat Studio, I came to know about the fundamental aspects of 

Camera. Visual is nothing but illusion of the reality. I gathered information about ‘shot’ or image 

size (extreme close, big close up, two-shot, over the shoulder, composite shot, crowd shot, long 

shot, extreme long shot etc).  

 

It was my duty to maintain camera height (eye level, low angle, worms view, high angle, top 

shot, bird eye, Ariel etc) which thing make more realistic and beautiful. While I was working on 

the set, I had to check the Lighting (high key light, low key light, harsh light, shadow light etc). 

The lesson was  

“Cinematography is painting with Framing.” 

While I was working on Mise-en-scene (camera-character-props arrangement) for  couple of 

production. I had to know about Montage (metric, rhythmic, tonal, over tonal and intellectual) 

for making healthy visual to my supervisor to ensure its accuracy. I Discussed about short theory 

of Camera work and that is ABC (action, bad & chase).  

During my internship I talked about learning on camera with my director. Understanding 

Cinematography is nothing but solid treatment of actuality. Photography may have pre-

condition, commitment, responsibilities to fulfill the target.  
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3.2. Tools and technologies Used 

During my internship at the Black Cat Studio, I used several equipment’s and camera for 

capturing Photo and visual works. While I followed my duty from second camera. I used 

different software at editing panel for post-production editing.   

3.3. Special experience 

I am a final semester student of Journalism, Media and Communication, Daffodil International 

University. But during my four years of academic education I wasn’t worked on any commercial 

video production house. After joining Black Cat Studio, I gathered knowledge about television 

commercial making and for the first time, I captured too many photo jor many journals.  
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CHAPTER 

FOUR 

EVALUATION OF LEARNING 
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4.1. Academic learning and practical work 

To learn something on class room and learn something on field or work place is totally different 

thing. Internship may the best way to acquiring knowledge on something specific because there 

we can use both of our practical and theoretical aspects of learning. To be master on a work, one 

should have the experience of both practical work and academic learning. Those two things go 

hand in hand and each has their own importance. As a student of Journalism and Mass 

Communication, I have gained lots of academic knowledge in last four years with lot of 

fieldwork experience. But the practical working situation and environment is quite different from 

academic learning. During our academic practicing, we do not need to think much about time. 

Our teachers have given us enough time to complete our course assignment. But in our 

professional life, punctuality should be maintained. We know that in this digital era every news 

and information spread around the world within very short time. We must have the ability to 

realize the value of real time. So it is easily understandable that there is several distinctions 

between the professional and academic life. We have learnt many rules and methods for 

understanding Film making & cinematography. And standards of Journalism, all those are same 

in both academic learning and practical work. 

4.2. Expectation and outcome 

As a student of Journalism, Media, Communication, working as an Intern at Black Cat Studio, is 

one of the newest Production house of Bangladesh, I got many support from my academic 

lessons. Although classroom and professional fields are totally different things. 

Finally I gained my expectation by Chandan Roy Chowdhury, who is the C.E.O. of the Black 

Cat Studio. 
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4.3. Skills developed during my internship 

During my internship at Black Cat Studio, in earlier of the joining I was responsible as an Intern 

assistant and co-operative on camera management. Later I worked as  a cinematographer for few 

visual productions like music video, TVC, OVC. I had acquired various photography skills. 

Skills those I had developed during my internship are listed below. 

 Cinematography. 

 Camera Work. 

 Photography. 

 Production Planning. 

 Brand Photography. 

 Professionalism and confidence. 

 Music video shoots. 

 Creative treatment of Technical support.  

 Communication. 

 Leadership. 

 Practical work. 

 Photo knowledge. 

4.4. Experience and future career 

Having a certificate may not be good for candidates to get job in today’s market. Students must 

have some extra skills to prove themselves. After four years of academic education, internship 

gives us the opportunity to learn from hand on hand, which gives us the flavor of real exam 

experience. So we can say, Internship is the root for our future which set the foundation for 

success. During internship I have to work with various people in outdoor and office like 

producer, artist, musician, script writer, film maker and others thus I communicated with new 

people of different passion and profession, and my network with various professions has grown 

day by day. 
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CHAPTER 

FIVE 

Conclusion 
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My internship at the Black Cat Studio had pure work environment. I'm rather happy to have the 

Black Cat Studio is produced many of output in Bangladesh since my starting day at this studio. 

About the challenges, It was growing knowledge in every minute. I understand my passion and 

maybe not all students are going to be journalist. because media means lots and its already 

opened too many sector to work.  

I need to also mentioned other members and production boy. They're a lively and well behaved 

group member, willing to assist me and always welcoming. I am blessed to be in Pre-production, 

on production and post production equally with them. By the bottom of my heart I would like to 

give thanks to the University authority and my all beloved teachers. 

 

 

 

5.1. SWOT Analysis 

Strengths: 

· Always using new technology. 

· Group work and organized. 

· Well time management and working environment. 

· Networking with media persons that is fantastic. 

 

Weaknesses: 

· Not enough Man power. 

· Post production delay. 

· Deficiency of editing Panel. 
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Opportunities: 

 

· Young and energetic team members. 

 

· Using Updated camera could provide opportunities. 

 

· Scope to engage more people Social networking platform. 

 

 Threats: 

· Purchasing expensive camera and other equipment.  

 

· Growing too many Production house with different technique. 
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Recommendations 

I have done my internship program in the one of the best production house of country. The 

environment is nice at Black Cat Studio. I must state I have got the proper monitoring from my 

supervisor and other seniors. But the time limit of this internship program (three weeks) is not 

enough to enhance a student's knowledge and expertise. After finding the issues, I'd like to point 

out these things as my recommendations. 

 

Daffodil International University should Extend the length of the internship program so that the 

students may gain Experience and knowledge of field work properly. 

 

The Authority of the university could extend the application of internship as six months Rather 

than three months.  
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ANNEX 
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Here is some work of Black Cat Studio 
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THANK YOU 
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